
Q&A – DISPOSABLE PEOPLE 

 

Q.           What was the inspiration for writing this novel? 

A.           The source of inspiration was really my own life and experiences growing up in rural 

Jamaica. I knew, however, that this would not have been enough to make the novel interesting. If 

people have read Angela’s Ashes, Kite Runner, A Child Called It, or Running with Scissors, then they 

know the general story of a child growing up in difficult circumstances. What I wanted to do was tell 

the story completely differently, and get readers to say “Wow, I have not seen this story told in this 

way before!” 

Q. Do you think you succeeded? 

A. I hope so. The reviews have been extremely encouraging, and I have seen a few Amazon 

customers comment that reading the novel was like wandering through a madman’s mind, which is 

partly the effect I was after.  

Q.           Why the title “Disposable People”? 

A.           The first title I had in mind was “Sometimes I think what I needed was a better dog.” This is 

partly because when I was growing up I often thought that if x, y or z was different in our childhoods 

then maybe we would have had better lives. I changed the title mid-way through the book when I 

was writing about the main character, Kenny, standing in the public cemetery and looking at the 

graves of some of his loved ones, and seeing that even the coffins of the poor were being dug up and 

disposed of to make room for new burials. That was when the idea crystalized, that this was a story 

about disposable people. 

Q.           How much of the book is based on true events? 

A.           Too much. 

Q.           Some critics may say that the story is quite harsh, and that Jamaica is not like that 

anymore, how would you respond? 

A.           The story is set in Jamaica, but it is not a story about Jamaica. It is more a story about the 

lives of people, particularly those who are poor, illiterate and superstitious, and who live on the 

fringes of society. The things that happened to these folks are things that happen to people all over 

the world. 

Jamaica has also changed much since many of the events which inspired the book occurred. In many 

ways it is a much more modern and less superstitious society, with less of the prejudice against 

certain groups such as homosexuals. Of course, violence is still a problem. 

Q.           Would you ever return to live in Jamaica? 

A.           It is the only place I call home. And I certainly hope to return, soon. 



Q.           The story is told in what some may regard as a highly unusual style. As you say, some 

reviewers on Amazon suggested that it was like looking into a madman’s mind. What was the 

reason for that? 

A.           I want every book I write to be memorable, and to do that I know I must tell stories in ways 

that readers have not seen before and will never forget. I therefore took quite a daring approach to 

this novel, opting for a variety of story-telling techniques that blend with the emotions of the main 

character. There are scrapbook notes, poems, drawings, journal entries, and more. The style of 

almost every chapter is different. I believe the style and the variety in techniques convey the 

authenticity of the emotions of the narrator. I also wanted to tell what is obviously a harsh story in a 

way that people would not only also find humorous but compelling.  

Q.           Who is the audience for this novel? 

A.           Anyone who likes reading should enjoy this novel. It should appeal to the general population 

of readers in the 18-45 age group – Whites, Blacks, Hispanics, etc. There are also specific sub-

population groups that should enjoy it. These include persons from Jamaica and the Caribbean, 

Blacks/African-Americans, and readers who delight in novels that have unusual stories and 

characters. Sections of the book are vivid and raw, and while this isn’t gratuitously done, I know it 

may not appeal to persons who may be deeply religious. I encourage persons to read the reviews 

and a sample before purchasing. 

Q.           Are there any comparable authors or books? 

A.           The novel is written in the unorthodox style of writers such as Richard Brautigan (“Trout 

Fishing in America”) and Kurt Vonnegut (“Slaughterhouse Five”, “The Cat’s Cradle”). The narrative 

approach is however most similar to Aravind Adiga’s “The White Tiger” (i.e. a long letter capturing a 

life story and making confessions). The story is told in a brash, distinctively Caribbean voice a 

la Junot Diaz “The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao”. I am, of course, flattered by the reviewers 

who are comparing this to Angela’s Ashes in terms of the story and its dark humour. 

 

Q.           What are you currently working on? 

A.           I am working on a second novel that is also set in Jamaica. 

Information: 

Disposable People is available at Amazon.com; Barnes and Noble, Createspace, and in select 

bookstores in Jamaica. 


